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Abstract—This paper investigates the synthesis of distributed
economic control algorithms under which dynamically coupled
physical systems are regulated to a variational equilibrium of a
constrained convex game. We study two complementary cases: (i)
each subsystem is linear and controllable; and (ii) each subsystem
is nonlinear and in the strict-feedback form. The convergence of
the proposed algorithms is guaranteed using Lyapunov analysis.
Their performance is verified by two case studies on a multi-zone
building temperature regulation problem and an optimal power
flow problem, respectively.
Index Terms—Distributed control, game-theoretic learning,
multi-agent networks, cyber-physical systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Control systems have been experiencing dramatic changes
where advanced information and communication technologies
are integrated to improve system performance and produce
new functions. This class of new-generation control systems
is referred to as cyber-physical systems (CPSs), e.g., mo-
bile robotic networks, the smart grid, smart buildings and
intelligent transportation systems. The entities of CPSs are
spatially distributed and thus distributed coordination becomes
necessary to achieve network-wide goals [7, 32, 42, 57].
Currently, many large-scale CPSs, e.g., power systems,
adopt top-down hierarchical control. The decision-making
layer first determines an optimal operating point via solving,
e.g., an optimization problem. The physical layer waits for the
convergence of the decision-making layer and then regulates
physical dynamics to the desired operating point. For example,
in optimal power flow (OPF) problems [16, 51] the decision-
making layer solves an economic dispatch problem to schedule
the nominal operating levels of active generators and inter-area
power flows. Once the economic dispatch problem is solved,
the physical layer performs frequency control to adjust the
set-points of the generators to drive their frequencies back to
their nominal values and drive the inter-area power flows to
the scheduled values.
One potential issue of the hierarchical approach is that,
in an iterative seeking of an optimal operating point, the
decision-making layer needs to evaluate quality of intermedi-
ate estimates so as to determine whether the seeking process
terminates or not. The quality evaluation could be challenging,
especially in a distributed setting, in which individual agents
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may lack of information to verify solution quality for a
network-wide problem.
As pointed out in the literature of economic model pre-
dictive control (MPC) [11, 41], another potential issue of
hierarchical control is efficiency loss. A general reason for the
issue is that optimal operating points change more frequent
and the time scales on which physical dynamics react to
the changes shrink. The issue motivates recent studies of
economic MPC as a complement of hierarchical control. In
economic MPC, the controller directly optimizes in real time
the economic performance of physical dynamics. However, the
design of economic MPC still requires to decide the optimal
steady state of physical dynamics in advance.
Alternatively, there have been recent efforts on the approach
where the physical layer keeps track of intermediate results
of the decision-making layer all the time. In this paper,
the approach is referred to as economic control. Since the
decision-making layer and the physical layer operate in a
single time scale, solution evaluation is resolved and phys-
ical dynamics are more responsive to dynamic changes of
optimal operating points. In the smart grid, [30] proposed
a strategy for linear power systems which, by using virtual
flows to constrain real flows without altering the primal-dual
interpretation of the network dynamics, can simultaneously
address frequency control and economic dispatch. In multi-
zone building systems, [18, 19] proposed an integrated design
such that the optimization of the decision-making layer is
formulated as a dynamical system and the physical layer
keeps track of the dynamic feedback from the decision-making
layer. The papers aforementioned study specific applications.
On the other hand, recent papers [15, 49] provide general
theories to integrate physical dynamics into game-theoretic
learning for dynamically decoupled networks, e.g., mobile
robotic networks. In [49], the agents’ actions are filtered
through decoupled stable linear time-invariant filters before
affecting objective functions. In [15], the agents’ actions
act as inputs to a stable nonlinear dynamic system whose
outputs are the agents’ costs. In contrast, this paper studies
dynamically coupled networked systems which are unstable
without controls and need to be stabilized in a distributed
manner. Moreover, in [15, 49], no constraint was included in
the games of interest.
This paper investigates a class of convex games, which
were first introduced in [4] and have received substantial
attentions [13]. A number of algorithms have been proposed to
compute Nash equilibria of convex games, including, to name
a few, ODE-based methods [44], nonlinear Gauss-Seidel-type
approaches [37], iterative primal-dual Tikhonov schemes [52],
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2consensus-based methods [23], best-response dynamics [36]
and finite difference approximation [55]. In addition, potential
games have been leveraged for distributed control and please
refer to [17, 31, 56]. The learning algorithms of game theory
have been applied to, e.g., networking [3], transportation [6],
power systems [46] and multi-zone building systems [1]. In
all these papers, the game-theoretic learning algorithms ignore
real-time physical dynamics which feature CPSs.
Contribution. In this paper, we consider the synthesis of
distributed economic control algorithms under which dynam-
ically coupled physical systems are regulated to a variational
equilibrium (VE), a special type of Nash equilibrium (NE),
of a constrained convex game. The game includes distributed
separable optimization as a special case. We investigate two
complementary cases where the physical dynamics are linear
and nonlinear, respectively.
For linear dynamics with controllable subsystems, we pro-
pose an indirect approach for the distributed economic control
algorithm design. We synthesize distributed update rules for
auxiliary variables such that they asymptotically converge to a
VE of the game of interest, but their evolution is not restricted
by the inherent physical dynamics. The distributed decision-
making update rule extends the projected discontinuous dy-
namics in [9] from convex optimization to convex games.
We then design a novel distributed control law such that the
states and inputs of the physical dynamics keep track of the
auxiliary variables and thus asymptotically converge to the
same VE of the game. The designed algorithm is verified
by a multi-zone building temperature regulation problem. The
simulation demonstrates that, compared with the hierarchical
control scheme, the proposed economic control scheme can
significantly reduce efficiency loss.
For nonlinear dynamics in the strict-feedback form, we
develop a direct approach without introducing auxiliary vari-
ables. In particular, we perform a sequence of coordinate
transformations such that each subsystem is converted into the
one where its first state is driven by a primal-dual dynamics
and it is followed by a chain of integrators. We then design a
distributed control law such that the integrators are stabilized
and the primal-dual dynamics asymptotically converges to a
VE of the game of interest. The algorithm and its analysis
developed for this case are novel. The proposed algorithm is
verified by an optimal power flow problem.
Preliminary results of this paper were published in [27],
where the case of nonlinear dynamics was not investigated,
no case study was included, and the proofs were omitted.
Notations and notions. Let (xi)Ni=1 = [x
T
1 , · · · , xTN ]T and
x−i = [xT1 , · · · , xTi−1, xTi+1, · · · , xTN ]T . Let ‖ · ‖1 and ‖ · ‖
denote the 1-norm and 2-norm of a vector or a matrix,
respectively. Denote the zero column vector of size n by 0n
and the identity matrix of size n × n by In. Let Rn+ denote
the set of nonnegative real column vectors of size n. Denote
by diag(Ai)Mi=1 the block-diagonal matrix composed by sub-
matrices A1, · · · , AM , such that the j-th diagonal block is
Aj and all the off-diagonal blocks are zero matrices. Given a
function f : Rn → R of x = (xi)ni=1 ∈ Rn, for a nonnegative
integer `, we say that f is of class C` if for all possible
combinations of `1, `2, · · · , `n, where each of `1, `2, · · · , `n
is an integer between 0 and ` such that `1 + `2 + · · ·+ `n = `,
the partial derivative ∂
`f
∂x
`1
1 ∂x
`2
2 ···∂x`nn
exists and is continuous.
Given a function V : Rn → R and δ > 0, denote the sublevel
set of V by V −1(≤ δ) = {x ∈ Rn : V (x) ≤ δ}.
Let K ⊆ Rn be a closed and convex set. Denote the
boundary, interior and closure of K by bd(K), int(K) and
cl(K), respectively. Given x ∈ bd(K), define the normal cone
of K at x by NK(x) = {γ : ‖γ‖ = 1, and γT (x − y) ≤
0, ∀y ∈ K}. Given x ∈ Rn, the point projection of x onto
K is ProjK(x) = argminz∈K‖z − x‖. Given x ∈ K and
v ∈ Rn, the vector projection of v at x with respect to K is
ΠK(x, v) = limδ→0+
ProjK(x+δv)−x
δ . The following lemma is
adopted from Lemma 2.1 of [34].
Lemma 1.1: If x ∈ int(K), then ΠK(x, v) = v; if
x ∈ bd(K), then ΠK(x, v) = v+ β(x)γ∗(x), where γ∗(x) =
argminγ∈NK(x)v
T γ and β(x) = max{0,−vT γ∗(x)}; and
‖ΠK(x, v)‖ ≤ ‖v‖ for any x ∈ K and any v ∈ Rn.
We next review some necessary concepts on projected
discontinuous dynamical systems. Given a set K ⊆ Rn and a
map F : K → Rn, consider the projected differential equation
x˙ = ΠK(x, F (x)). (1)
Given x0 ∈ K, a solution of (1) on the interval [0, T ) ⊆ R
is a map Γ : [0, T ) → K with Γ(0) = x0 that is absolutely
continuous on [0, T ) and satisfies Γ˙(t) = ΠK(Γ(t), F (Γ(t)))
almost everywhere on [0, T ). A set S ⊆ Rn is invariant under
(1) if every solution starting from any point in S remains
in S. For a solution Γ of (1) defined on [0,∞), the omega-
limit set Ω(Γ) is defined by Ω(Γ) = {y ∈ Rn : ∃{tk}∞k=1 ⊆
[0,∞) with limk→∞ tk = ∞ and limk→∞ Γ(tk) = y}.
Given a continuously differentiable function V : K → R,
the Lie derivative of V along (1) at x ∈ K is LK,FV (x) =
∇V (x)TΠK(x, F (x)). The next result adopted from [5] pro-
vides an invariance principle for (1).
Lemma 1.2: Let S ⊆ Rn be compact and invariant
under (1). Assume that for any x0 ∈ S there exists a unique
solution of (1) starting at x0 and that its omega-limit set is
invariant under (1). Suppose that there exists a continuously
differentiable function V : K → R such that V is positive
definite and LK,FV (x) ≤ 0 for all x ∈ S. Then any solution
of (1) starting from S converges to the largest invariant set
contained in cl({x ∈ S : LK,FV (x) = 0}).
We adopt the following notions of strictly and strongly
monotone maps from [14].
Definition 1.1: A map Φ : Rr → Rr is strictly monotone
on W ⊆ Rr if (w−w′)T (Φ(w)−Φ(w′)) > 0 for all w,w′ ∈
W with w 6= w′. The map Φ is strongly monotone on W if
there exists M > 0 such that (w − w′)T (Φ(w) − Φ(w′)) ≥
M‖w − w′‖2 for all w,w′ ∈W .
II. MOTIVATING EXAMPLES
In this section, we use a multi-zone building temperature
regulation problem and an optimal power flow (OPF) problem
to motivate our problem formulation.
3A. Multi-zone building temperature regulation
Consider a set of zones V = {1, · · · , N} and an air handling
unit (AHU). The meanings of the parameters and variables are
listed in Table I. For each i ∈ V , let NPHi ⊆ V be the set of
neighboring zones of zone i. For each zone i, the following
dynamic model is adopted from [29]:
Ci1T˙i1(t) = m
s
i (t)cp(T
s
i (t)− Ti1(t)) +
Ti2(t)− Ti1(t)
Ri
+
∑
j∈NPHi
Tj1(t)− Ti1(t)
Rji
+
T oa(t)− Ti1(t)
Roai
+ P di (t),
Ci2T˙i2(t) =
Ti1(t)− Ti2(t)
Ri
,
T si (t) = δ(t)
∑
j∈V m
s
j(t)Tj1(t)∑
j∈V m
s
j(t)
+ (1− δ(t))T oa(t)
−∆T c(t) + ∆Thi (t). (2)
TABLE I
PARAMETERS/VARIABLES OF THE MULTI-ZONE BUILDING PROBLEM
Ci1/Ci2 thermal capacitance of fast/slow-dynamic mass at zone i
Ti1/Ti2 temperature of fast/slow dynamic mass at zone i
T ri reference temperature of zone i
T si temperature of air supplied to zone i
msi mass flow rate of air supplied to zone i
T oa outside air temperature
∆T c temperature difference across AHU cooling coil
∆Thi temperature difference across reheat coil at zone i
δ AHU recirculation damper position
P di external load
Ri heat resistance between Ci1 and Ci2
Rji thermal resistance between zone i and zone j
Roai thermal resistance between zone i and outside air
cp specific heat capacity of zone air
T i/T i lower/upper limit of the temperature of zone i
∆Thi /∆T
h
i lower/upper limit of ∆T
h
i
The agents aim to minimize the deviations between the
zone temperatures and their references with minimum control
efforts. Meanwhile, the zone temperatures and controls are
subject to some hard limits and the coupled constraints on
thermal balance. All these objectives are encapsulated in the
following optimization problem which is adopted from [19]:
min
T1,T2,∆Th
∑
i∈V
(cxi1(Ti1 − T ri )2 + cxi2(Ti2 − T ri )2 + cui (∆Thi )2)
s.t. msi cp(T
s
i − Ti1) +
Ti2 − Ti1
Ri
+
∑
j∈NPHi
Tj1 − Ti1
Rji
+
T oa − Ti1
Roai
+ P di = 0, ∀i ∈ V
Ti1 − Ti2 = 0, ∀i ∈ V,
∆Thi ≤ ∆Thi ≤ ∆T
h
i , T i ≤ Ti1, Ti2 ≤ T i, ∀i ∈ V (3)
where cxi1, c
x
i2 and c
u
i are constant positive weights associated
with Ti1, Ti2 and ∆Thi , respectively.
In traditional hierarchical control, the decision-making layer
first solves problem (3) to obtain an optimal operating point
(T ∗1 , T
∗
2 ,∆T
h∗). After the decision-making layer converges,
the physical layer performs temperature regulation to steer the
TABLE II
PARAMETERS/VARIABLES OF THE OPF PROBLEM
a, b, c cost parameters PC power control input
TH inertia constant ui PCi − Pmi0
D damping coefficient ω relative speed
TM turbine time constant ω0 sync. machine speed
KM turbine gain θ rotor angle
TE governor time constant tij tie-line stiffness
R regulation constant PE steam valve position
Pm mechanical power KE speed governor gain
physical dynamics (2) to the desired operating point [39]. To
address the issues of hierarchical control, we aim to design
an economic control algorithm such that the temperature
regulation in the physical dynamics (2) could keep track of
the intermediate solutions of problem (3).
B. Optimal power flow
Consider a power network comprising a set of power
generators V = {1, · · · , N}. The meanings of the parameters
and variables are listed in Table II. For each i ∈ V , let
NPHi ⊆ V identify the set of neighboring generators of
generator i. For convenience of notation, for any pair (i, j),
let θij(t) = θi(t) − θj(t). The following inherent physical
dynamics of generator i is adopted from [50]:
θ˙i(t) = ωi(t)− ω˜,
ω˙i(t) = − Di
2THi
ωi(t) +
ω0
2THi
(Pmi(t)− Pmi0)
−
∑
j∈NPHi
ω0tij
2THi
(sin θij(t)− sin θij(0)),
P˙mi(t) = −
1
TMi
(Pmi(t)− Pmi0) +
KMi
TMi
(PEi(t)− PEi0),
P˙Ei(t) = −
KEiωi(t)
TEiRiω0
− 1
TEi
(PEi(t)− PEi0 − ui(t)) (4)
where ω˜ = 50Hz is the desirable relative speed.
The agents aim to find the optimal mechanical power Pm
and rotor angle θ that minimize their operating cost, and at the
same time, satisfy the coupled constraints on load balance. All
these objectives are encoded by the following OPF problem
which is adopted from Section 8.3.1 of [54]:
min(Pm,θ)∈R2N
∑
i∈V (aiP
2
mi + biPmi + ciθ
2
i )
s.t.
∑
j∈NPHi
ω0tij
2THi
(θij − sin θij(0))
= − Di
2THi
ω˜i +
ω0
2THi
(Pmi − Pmi0), ∀i ∈ V. (5)
In problem (5), the constraint uses the linearization sin θij ≈
θij around the equilibrium.
In traditional hierarchical control, the decision-making layer
first solves problem (5) to obtain an optimal operating point
(P ∗m, θ
∗). After the convergence of the decision-making layer,
the physical layer performs frequency control to regulate the
physical dynamics (4) to the desired operating point [16]. To
address the issues of hierarchical control, we aim to design an
economic control algorithm such that the frequency control
4in the physical dynamics (4) dynamically keeps track of the
intermediate solutions of problem (5).
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
This section provides the general formulation of the dis-
tributed economic control problem for dynamically coupled
networks considered in this paper.
A. Physical dynamics
Consider a set of agents V = {1, · · · , N}. The inherent
physical dynamics is given by
x˙i(t) = Ξi(x(t), ui(t)) (6)
where xi ∈ Rni and ui ∈ R are the state and control of agent i,
respectively. Let x = (xi)Ni=1, u = (ui)
N
i=1 and n =
∑N
i=1 ni.
B. Game formulation
The control objective is formulated by a generalized Nash
equilibrium problem. For each i ∈ V , wi = [xTi , ui]T is agent
i’s decision variable and is subject to a local constraint Wi ⊆
Rri with ri = ni + 1. Let w = (wi)Ni=1, r =
∑N
i=1 ri and
W =
∏N
i=1Wi. Given w−i ∈ W−i =
∏
j 6=iWj , each agent
i ∈ V aims to solve the following optimization problem:
minwi∈Wi fi(w) s.t. H(w) = 0m, G(w) ≤ 0l (7)
where fi : W → R is the objective function of agent i, H :
W → Rm and G : W → Rl are the functions of the coupled
equality and inequality constraints shared by the agents.
Given any w−i ∈ W−i, the feasible set of wi is depicted
by a set-valued map Di : W−i → 2Wi defined as Di(w−i) =
{wi ∈ Wi : H(w) = 0m, G(w) ≤ 0l}. With the map Di,
problem (7) can be equivalently expressed as follows:
minwi∈Di(w−i) fi(wi, w−i). (8)
Let F = (fi)Ni=1, D(w) =
∏N
i=1Di(w−i) and Dˆ = {w ∈
W : H(w) = 0m, G(w) ≤ 0l}. Notice that D(·) is a set-
valued map while Dˆ is a constant set that represents the overall
feasible set of w. The collection of (8) for all i ∈ V is a
generalized Nash equilibrium problem with shared constraints
[13], denoted by GNEP(D, F ). Its solution concept is given
by the notion of Nash equilibrium (NE), defined next.
Definition 3.1: A joint state w˜ = (w˜i)Ni=1 ∈ W is an
NE of the GNEP(D, F ) if, for all i ∈ V , w˜i ∈ Di(w˜−i) and
fi(w˜) ≤ fi(wi, w˜−i) for any wi ∈ Di(w˜−i).
Let ∇F (w) = (∇wifi(w))Ni=1, ∇H(w) = (∇wHj(w))mj=1
and ∇G(w) = (∇wGj(w))lj=1. The following assumptions
on the GNEP are standard in game analysis [25, 40, 55] and
supposed to hold throughout the paper.
Assumption 3.1: For all i ∈ V , for any w−i ∈ W−i,
fi(·, w−i) is of class C1 and convex in Wi; H(·) is affine
in W ; G(·) is of class C1 and convex in W .
Assumption 3.2: ∀i ∈ V , Wi is closed and convex.
Assumption 3.3: The Slater condition holds for Dˆ, i.e.,
there exists w¯ ∈ int(W ) such that H(w¯) = 0m and G(w¯) <
0l.
Assumption 3.4: The maps ∇G and ∇F are locally Lips-
chitz on W .
Assumption 3.5: ∇F is strictly monotone over W .
Remark 3.1: When N = 1, i.e., there is only a single agent,
the GNEP reduces to an optimization problem. Assumptions
3.1–3.4 are standard to establish convergence for optimization
algorithms. In particular, Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2 lead to a
convex optimization problem; Assumption 3.3 further implies
that strong duality holds, i.e., the duality gap is zero; As-
sumption 3.4 implies that ∇G and ∇F are regular and this
assumption is needed to establish the existence and uniqueness
of the evolution of certain projected discontinuous dynamics.
When extending optimization problems to games, Assumption
3.5 is further needed to restrict the coupling between the
agents.
C. From GNEP to variational inequality
A GNEP with shared constraints is in general difficult to
solve, because it is defined over the joint set-valued map D =
{w ∈ Rr : wi ∈ Di(w−i), ∀i ∈ V}, which is in general
non-convex in w. However, certain types of solutions can be
calculated relatively easily by using the variational inequality
(VI) approach [47]. This subsection reviews relevant results of
VI in the literature. We refer to [14, 36] for a comprehensive
discussion on VI.
Given a setQ ⊆ Rr and a map Φ : Q → Rr, the generalized
variational inequality, denoted by GVI(Q,Φ), is the problem
of finding w˜ ∈ Q such that (w − w˜)TΦ(w˜) ≥ 0 for all
w ∈ Q. We next introduce another solution concept of the
GNEP(D, F ), termed as variational equilibrium (VE).
Definition 3.2: A joint state w˜ is a VE of the GNEP(D, F )
if it is a solution of the GVI(Dˆ,∇F ).
If Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2 hold, then any VE is an NE of
the GNEP(D, F ), but not vice versa ([36], Proposition 12.4).
Notice that the GVI is defined over the constant set Dˆ which
is convex in w. Hence, in general, the GVI is easier to solve
than the GNEP.
In this paper, we focus on identifying VEs of the
GNEP(D, F ), rather than general NEs. The issue of VE
existence has been extensively studied. We refer to [36] for
a thorough review of the existence issue. At this moment,
we assume that the GNEP(D, F ) admits at least one VE. We
will verify this assumption using suitable conditions when
we consider specific GNEPs in the next two sections. With
Assumptions 3.1, 3.2 and 3.5, the GNEP(D, F ) has at most
one VE ([36], Proposition 12.9). Then given the existence
assumption, the GNEP(D, F ) has a unique VE.
Remark 3.2: In general, an NE of a game is not optimal
in terms of social welfare [10], except for some special
cases, e.g., potential games [33]. The ratio of the worst-case
objective function value of an NE and that of an optimal
solution is known as the price of anarchy [45]. Consider the
following distributed separable optimization problem (DSOP):
minw∈W
∑N
i=1 fi(wi), s.t. H(w) = 0m and G(w) ≤ 0l. In
general, an arbitrary NE of the GNEP(D, F ) with D and F
defined as above may not be an optimal solution of the DSOP.
However, since the objective function is separable, the DSOP
5is equivalent to the GVI(Dˆ,∇F ) (actually, they share the same
KKT conditions), and thus, by Definition 3.2, the set of global
optima of the DSOP is identical with the set of VEs of the
GNEP(D, F ). The motivating problems in Section II are two
instances of the DSOP.
D. Communication graph
Denote by G = (V, E) the communication graph of the
agents, where E ⊆ V × V is the set of communication links
such that (i, j) ∈ E if and only if agent i can receive messages
from agent j. Denote by Ni ⊆ V the set of neighbors of agent
i in G, i.e., Ni = {j ∈ V \ {i} : (i, j) ∈ E}.
E. Objective
This paper aims to design distributed economic control
algorithms such that (x, u) of system (6) keep track of the in-
termediate results of the GNEP(D, F ) all the time and globally
asymptotically converge to the VE of the GNEP(D, F ).
IV. CASE I: LINEAR DYNAMICS
A. Physical dynamics
In this section, we consider the case where system (6) is in
the following linear form:
x˙i(t) = Aiixi(t) +
∑
j 6=iAijxj(t) +Biui(t). (9)
If (9) does not depend on some xj , then Aij is a zero
matrix. Let Ai = [Ai1, · · · , AiN ], A = (Ai)Ni=1 and B =
diag(Bi)
N
i=1. As stated in the last section, we aim to steer
system (9) to the VE of the GNEP(D, F ), a steady state
but unknown a priori. Thus stabilizability is insufficient as
it requires to know the steady state in advance. Instead, this
section imposes the following controllability assumption.
Assumption 4.1: ∀i ∈ V , (Aii, Bi) is controllable.
B. Communication graph
For each i ∈ V , let indexiH = {` : H` depends on wi},
indexiG = {` : G` depends on wi}, Hi = (H`)`∈indexiH and
Gi = (G`)`∈indexiG . That is, H
i (resp. Gi) is the sub-vector
of H (resp. G) that depends on wi. Denote the dimensions of
Hi and Gi by mi and li, respectively. Notice that agent i can
drop those constraints H`(w) = 0 (resp. G`(w) ≤ 0) such that
` /∈ indexiH (resp. ` /∈ indexiG) from its optimization problem
(8), since these constraints do not affect wi. In this section, we
have the following assumption on the communication graph G,
which states that G includes the dependency graph defined by
(8) and (9) as a subgraph. That is, agent i needs to receive
messages from agent j whose wj affects the optimization
problem (8) and/or the physical dynamics (9) of agent i.
Assumption 4.2: For all i ∈ V , if [(Aix)T , fi, HiT , GiT ]
depends on wj for any j ∈ V\{i}, then j ∈ Ni.
C. Algorithm design
In this section, we achieve the objective claimed in Section
III-E by an indirect approach. Roughly speaking: 1) we design
an update rule for auxiliary variables such that they globally
asymptotically converge to the VE, however, their evolution
is not restricted by system (9); 2) for the physical variables
(x, u), we design a distributed control law for u such that,
governed by system (9), (x, u) globally asymptotically keep
track of the auxiliary variables and thus also asymptotically
converge to the VE.
In this section, we impose the following assumptions on the
GNEP. In particular, Assumption 4.3 establishes the existence
of VE and Assumption 4.4 guarantees that the VE of the
GNEP satisfies the steady state condition of system (9) so
that the VE tracking problem is feasible.
Assumption 4.3: For all i ∈ V , Wi is bounded.
Assumption 4.4: The equality constraint Ax+Bu = 0n is
included in Dˆ.
Remark 4.1: By Assumption 4.3, the set Dˆ is bounded.
Together with Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2, by (8) of [47], the
GNEP (8) admits a VE.
If Ax+ Bu = 0n is not originally included in Dˆ, one can
deliberately add it into Dˆ. This assumption ensures that the
obtained VE is physically feasible. It is also necessary for
hierarchical control [19, 38, 53].
Algorithm 1: Distributed update rule and control law for
linear system dynamics
1 All the agents agree on any ε > 0 s.t.
1/ε > 2
√
n(N − 1) maxi∈V{σi‖P0i‖1}+ 2;
2 Each agent i picks any (w¯i(0), ui(0)) ∈Wi × R;
3 For any ` ∈ {1, · · · ,m} (resp. ` ∈ {1, · · · , l}), all agent
j’s s.t. ` ∈ indexjH (resp. ` ∈ indexjG) agree on any
λ`(0) ∈ R (resp. µ`(0) ∈ R+); each agent i forms
λi(0) = (λ`(0))`∈indexiH and µ
i(0) = (µ`(0))`∈indexiG ;
4 while t ≥ 0 do
5 Each agent i sends w¯i(t) to all j’s s.t. i ∈ Nj ;
6 Each agent i updates its auxiliary variables by
˙¯wi(t) = ΠWi(w¯i(t),−∇w¯iLi(w¯(t), λi(t), µi(t))),
λ˙i(t) = Hi(w¯(t)), µ˙i(t) = ΠRli+
(µi(t), Gi(w¯(t))),
(10)
7 and executes the control law
ui(t) = (Ki(ε) + ai)Ti(xi(t)− x¯i(t)) + u¯i(t).
(11)
The algorithm is presented by Algorithm 1 and detailed
next. First we illustrate the design of the update rule (10) for
auxiliary variables. For each i ∈ V , define auxiliary variables
x¯i ∈ Rni and u¯i ∈ R, and let w¯i = [x¯Ti , u¯i]T . Let x¯ = (x¯i)Ni=1,
u¯ = (u¯i)
N
i=1 and w¯ = (w¯i)
N
i=1. To handle constraints, for
each i ∈ V , define Lagrangian Li : W × Rmi × Rli+ → R
as Li(w¯, λi, µi) = fi(w¯) + λiTHi(w¯) + µiTGi(w¯), where
λi ∈ Rmi and µi ∈ Rli+ are agent i’s local copies of Lagrange
multipliers (λ`)`∈indexiH and (µ`)`∈indexiG associated with H
i
6and Gi, respectively. Each agent i sends its real-time auxiliary
variable w¯i(t) to all agent j’s such that i ∈ Nj . This enables
the agents to implement the update rule (10) for the auxiliary
variables. For each i ∈ V , the primal state w¯i moves along the
direction of −∇w¯iLi(w¯, λi, µi) so as to minimize Li, and the
projection ΠWi guarantees w¯i(t) ∈Wi for all t. The dynamics
of the dual states (λi, µi) are defined by the positive gradients
of Li so as to maximize Li. The projection ΠRli+
on µi is to
guarantee µi(t) ∈ Rli+ for all t.
We next illustrate the design of the control law (11) for
the physical variables. The following preliminaries are needed
to introduce the controller design. By Theorem 8.2 of [8],
for each i ∈ V , since (Aii, Bi) is controllable, there exists
a nonsingular matrix Ti ∈ Rni×ni such that (A¯ii, Bˆi) with
A¯ii = TiAiiT −1i and Bˆi = TiBi is in the controllable
canonical form, i.e., A¯ii = [[0ni−1, Ini−1]
T ,−aTi ]T with ai =
[ai1, · · · , aini ] a constant row vector, and Bˆi = [0Tni−1, 1]T .
Let xˆi = Tixi, vi = ui − aixˆi, Aˆij = TiAijT −1j for
all j 6= i, and Aˆii = [[0ni−1, Ini−1]T , 0ni ]T . We then
have ˙ˆxi(t) = Tix˙i(t) = Ti(Aiixi(t) +
∑
j 6=iAijxj(t) +
Biui(t)) = A¯iixˆi(t)+
∑
j 6=i Aˆij xˆj(t)+ Bˆiui(t) = Aˆiixˆi(t)+∑
j 6=i Aˆij xˆj(t)+Bˆivi(t). For each i ∈ V , notice that (Aˆii, Bˆi)
is controllable. Then there exists K0i ∈ R1×ni such that Aˆii+
BˆiK0i is Hurwitz ([8], Theorem 8.3). We further have that
there exists a symmetric positive definite matrix P0i ∈ Rni×ni
such that P0i(Aˆii+BˆiK0i)+(Aˆii+BˆiK0i)TP0i = −Ini ([8],
Theorem 5.5). For each i ∈ V , let Si(ε) ∆= diag(εj−1)nij=1
and S¯i(ε)
∆
= diag(εj−ni)nij=1, where ε ∈ R is a constant
scalar such that 0 < ε < 1. The introduction of ε is
to enable arbitrarily fast tracking (by choosing ε arbitrarily
small). Let S(ε) = diag(Si(ε))Ni=1, Ki(ε) =
1
εK0iS¯i(ε),
P0 = diag(P0i)
N
i=1 and K(ε) = diag(Ki(ε))
N
i=1.
The distributed control law is given by (11). Each agent i
takes (x¯i, u¯i) as an intermediate estimate of the VE and aims
to drive xi by ui to asymptotically keep track of x¯i and ui
itself asymptotically keep track of u¯i. Notice that (11) does
not require inter-agent communications. We next informally
explain how (11) achieves asymptotic tracking. The formal
proof is provided in Section VI-A using Laypunov analysis.
For each i ∈ V , let ei = Ti(xi − x¯i) and eˆi = Si(ε)ei.
To achieve asymptotic tracking, we aim that the error signal
eˆi converges to zero. By the controller (11), one can de-
rive that the error dynamics is ˙ˆei = 1ε (Aˆii + BˆiK0i)eˆi +
Si(ε)
∑
j 6=i AˆijS
−1
j (ε)eˆj + Si(ε)ci, where ci = AˆiTix¯i +
Bˆi(u¯i−aiTix¯i)−Ti ˙¯xi is free of ε. Recall that Aˆii+ BˆiK0i is
Hurwitz. Intuitively, by choosing arbitrarily small ε > 0, the
stability margin provided by the first term 1ε (Aˆii + BˆiK0i)eˆi
can be arbitrarily large, and the magnitude of the third term
Si(ε)ci can be arbitrarily small and thus dominated by the first
term. Notice that the second term Si(ε)
∑
j 6=i AˆijS
−1
j (ε)eˆj
includes S−1j (ε), which tends to infinity when ε tends to zero.
Hence, to achieve arbitrarily large stability margin, we need
the following assumption, which states that the coupling ef-
fects of Si(ε)
∑
j 6=i AˆijS
−1
j (ε) is bounded for any 0 < ε < 1.
Assumption 4.5: For all i ∈ V , there exists a constant scalar
σi > 0 such that ‖Si(ε)AˆijS−1j (ε)‖1 < σi for any j ∈ V with
j 6= i and any 0 < ε < 1.
Remark 4.2: For any i, j ∈ V , the entry a¯sc of
Si(ε)AˆijS
−1
j (ε) at the s-th row and c-th column is ε
s−casc,
where asc is the corresponding entry of Aˆij . A sufficient
condition for Assumption 4.5 is that asc = 0 for all s < c.
Under this condition, a¯sc = 0 for all s < c. For the entries with
s ≥ c, since 0 < ε < 1, |a¯sc| ≤ |asc|. Thus, ‖Si(ε)AˆijS−1j
(ε)‖1 ≤ ‖Aˆij‖1 for any 0 < ε < 1. If ni = nj , this condition
means that Aˆij is a lower triangular matrix. If ni > nj , Aˆij
is denser than lower triangular; if ni < nj , it is sparser.
In lines 1 and 3 of Algorithm 1, the agreement of ε and
λ(0) between the agents can be distributively carried out by
the max-consensus scheme [35].
D. Convergence results
The following theorem summarizes the convergence results
of Algorithm 1.
Theorem 4.1: Suppose Assumptions 3.1–3.5 and 4.1–4.5
hold. By Algorithm 1, (x(t), u(t)) of linear system (9) globally
asymptotically converge to the unique VE of problem (8).
The proof of Theorem 4.1 is given in Section VI-A. In
Section VII-A, we will verify that the multi-zone building
temperature regulation problem in Section II-A satisfies all
the assumptions of Theorem 4.1.
V. CASE II: NONLINEAR DYNAMICS
A. Physical dynamics
Notice that Algorithm 1 is inapplicable when system (6) is
nonlinear. First, the steady state conditions of a nonlinear sys-
tem introduce nonlinear functions into the equality constraints,
making problem (8) non-convex. Second, the distributed con-
troller (11) cannot be applied to nonlinear systems. If a linear
system is stabilizable, there are many systematic ways to
find its stabilizing controllers, e.g., cyclic design, Lyapunov-
equation method and canonical-form method [8]. However,
such general methods do not exist for nonlinear systems. In
the literature of nonlinear control, researchers have studied
stabilization of several classes of nonlinear systems with
certain special structures. Notable examples include strict-
feedback systems (or systems in lower triangular form) which
can be stabilized by the technique of backstepping, and strict-
feedforward systems (or systems in upper triangular form)
which can be stabilized by the technique of nested saturation
or forwarding [21, 22]. In this section, we assume that system
(6) is nonlinear and in the following strict-feedback or lower-
triangular form:
x˙i` = Γi`(x
[1∼`]) + Θi`(x[1∼`])xi(`+1), ` = 1, · · · , n¯− 1,
x˙in¯ = Γin¯(x) + Θin¯(x)ui (12)
where x[1∼`] = [x[1]T , · · · , x[`]T ]T with x[`] = (xi`)Ni=1, and
Γi` and Θi` are in general nonlinear in x[1∼`]. System (12)
covers broad applications, e.g., multi-zone building systems
[48], unmanned autonomous vehicles [2] and power systems
[26].
7B. Game reformulation
Notice that the VE of the GNEP needs to satisfy the steady
state condition of system (12) so that the VE tracking problem
is feasible. Since system (12) is nonlinear, we cannot include
its steady state condition into the equality constraints of GNEP.
Otherwise, the affinity assumption on the equality constraints
is violated. As illustrated next, this challenge can be overcome
via a coordinate transformation which explicitly leverages the
strict-feedback form of system (12).
For each i ∈ V , the steady state condition of xi1
is Γi1(x[1]) + Θi1(x[1])xi2 = 0, by which we obtain
the steady state of xi2 as a function of x[1] as x¯i2 =
−Γi1(x[1])/Θi1(x[1]). The steady state condition of xi2 is
Γi2(x
[1∼2]) + Θi2(x[1∼2])xi3 = 0, by which we can obtain
the steady state of xi3 as x¯i3 = −Γi2(x[1∼2])/Θi2(x[1∼2]),
which can be expressed as a function of x[1] by plugging in
x¯j2 = −Γj1(x[1])/Θj1(x[1]) for all j ∈ V . Go on with this
procedure of change of variables in the order of xi2 → · · · →
xin¯ → ui to obtain the steady state of each xi` and ui as
a function of only x[1], denoted by x¯i` and u¯i, respectively.
We then replace (xi2, · · · , xin¯, ui) by (x¯i2, · · · , x¯in¯, u¯i) for
all i ∈ V in the GNEP. The transformed GNEP then only
depends on x[1]. To slightly abuse the notations, we keep fi,
Wi, H and G as the functions associated with the transformed
GNEP, which can be written as
min
xi1∈Di(x[1]−i)
fi(xi1, x
[1]
−i) (13)
with Di(x[1]−i) = {xi1 ∈ Wi : Hi(xi1, x[1]−i) = 0mi , Gi(xi1,
x
[1]
−i) ≤ 0li}, where Hi and Gi are defined in Section IV-B.
For the transformed GNEP (13), given the VE x˜[1], for
each i, one can uniquely determine the steady states of
xi2, · · · , xin¯, ui by plugging x˜[1] into x¯i2, · · · , x¯in¯, u¯i. Hence,
it is guaranteed that the VE tracking problem is feasible.
C. Algorithm design
Different from the indirect method of Algorithm 1, in this
section, we directly work on the physical variables (x, u) of
system (12) without introducing auxiliary variables, and design
a controller u that stabilizes system (12) and meanwhile the
steady state of x[1] is the VE of the GNEP (13). Inspired by
backstepping [24], we introduce a coordinate transformation
to covert system (12) into a primal-dual dynamics perturbed
by a chain of stable integrators. Similar to backstepping
(Section 14.3 of [22]), the coordinate transformation requires
the following assumption.
Assumption 5.1: For all i ∈ V , Wi = R, fi is of class
Cn¯, Θi` and Γi` are of class C`, and Θi`(y) 6= 0 for any
y ∈ R`N , for all ` = 1, · · · , n¯; there are no coupled inequality
constraints.
In the rest of this section, to simplify notations, we omit the
time index t and the arguments of the component functions.
For each i ∈ V , define Lagrangian Li(x[1], λi) = fi(x[1]) +
λiTHi(x[1]), where λi ∈ Rmi is agent i’s local copy of
Lagrange multiplier (λ`)`∈indexiH associated with H
i. To il-
lustrate the idea, let us first consider the special case where
n¯ = 3. To achieve the VE, we aim that each x˙i1 converges
to −k1∇xi1Li for some k1 > 0 so as to minimize Li.
However, x˙i1 is governed by (12). We then aim that the error
between x˙i1 and −k1∇xi1Li asymptotically diminishes. For
each i ∈ V , let zi1 = xi1. We have z˙i1 = Γi1 + Θi1xi2 =
−k1∇zi1Li + zi2, where zi2 = k1∇zi1Li + Γi1 + Θi1xi2.
Notice that zi2 is the error between x˙i1 and −k1∇xi1Li.
Hence, we aim that zi2 asymptotically diminishes. We have
z˙i2 =
d
dt (k1∇zi1Li + Γi1 + Θi1xi2) = ddt (k1∇zi1Li +
Γi1) + xi2
d
dtΘi1 + Θi1(Γi2 + Θi2xi3) = −ki2zi2 + zi3,
where zi3 = ki2zi2 + ddt (k1∇zi1Li + Γi1) + xi2 ddtΘi1 +
Θi1(Γi2 + Θi2xi3) with constant ki2 > 0. Intuitively, if zi3
asymptotically diminishes, then z˙i2 asymptotically converges
to −ki2zi2, which implies that zi2 asymptotically diminishes.
Hence, we further aim that zi3 asymptotically diminishes. We
can obtain z˙i3 = ddt (ki2zi2 +
d
dt (k1∇zi1Li+Γi1)+xi2 ddtΘi1 +
Θi1(Γi2 + Θi2xi3)) = −k2i2zi2 + ki2zi3 + d
2
dt2 (k1∇zi1Li +
Γi1) +
d
dt (xi2
d
dtΘi1 + Θi1Γi2) +xi3
d
dtΘi1Θi2 + Θi1Θi2Γi3 +
Θi1Θi2Θi3ui. To have zi3 asymptotically diminishing, we aim
that z˙i3 = −ki3zi3 with constant ki3 > 0. We then have
ui = − 1Θi1Θi2Θi3 [−k2i2zi2 + (ki2 + ki3)zi3 + d
2
dt2 (k1∇zi1Li +
Γi1) +
d
dt (xi2
d
dtΘi1 + Θi1Γi2) + xi3
d
dtΘi1Θi2 + Θi1Θi2Γi3].
Following the above procedure, for the general case, se-
quentially define a coordinate transformation for zi2, · · · , zin¯
and design a controller ui such that system (12) is converted
into the following:
z˙i1 = −k1∇zi1Li + zi2,
z˙i` = −ki`zi` + zi(`+1), ∀` = 2, · · · , n¯− 1,
z˙in¯ = −kin¯zin¯ (14)
where k1, ki`, · · · , kin¯ > 0. In system (14), the dynamics
of zi2, · · · , zin¯ is a sequence of stable, cascading and single
integrators. Thus, zi2, · · · , zin¯ are diminishing. Notice that
the dynamics of zi1 is the primal-dual dynamics perturbed
by zi2. Strict monotonicity of ∇F is not sufficient to ensure
convergence because it provides zero stability margin for the
primal-dual dynamics. Instead, strong monotonicity is needed
to ensure nonzero stability margin. Meanwhile, a byproduct
of strong monotonicity is the existence of VE.
Assumption 5.2: The map ∇F is strongly monotone on
RN with constant M > 0.
Remark 5.1: With Assumptions 5.1 and 5.2, by Theorem
2.3.3 of [14], the GNEP (13) has a unique VE.
We have illustrated the idea of controller design for system
(12) via a backstepping-inspired coordinate transformation.
We next provide their closed forms, which are derived from
(14) by expanding z˙i1, · · · , z˙in¯ on its left-hand side. For
convenience of demonstration, we define the following no-
tations. For any α, β ∈ {1, · · · , n¯ − 1}, let T iα,β be the
sum of all the α-th order products of the first β elements of
{ki2, · · · , kin¯} with repeat. For example, T i1,2 = ki2 +ki3 and
T2,3 = k
2
i2 +k
2
i3 +k
2
i4 +ki2ki3 +ki2ki4 +ki3ki4. Let T
i
α,β = 0
for any α ≤ 0. For each i ∈ V , for each ` ∈ {1, · · · , n¯}, let
Θ
[`]
i = Θi1Θi2 · · ·Θi`. For each i ∈ V , agent i performs the
following coordinate transformation:
zi1 = xi1, zi2 = k1∇zi1Li + Θi1xi2 + Γi1,
zi` = (−1)`−1T i`−2,1zi2 + (−1)`−2T i`−3,2zi3 + · · ·
8+ (−1)2T i1,`−2zi(`−1) +
d`−2
dt`−2
(k1∇zi1Li + Γi1)
+
d`−3
dt`−3
(xi2
d
dt
Θi1 + Θi1Γi2) + · · ·+ d
dt
(xi(`−2)
d
dt
Θ
[`−3]
i
+ Θ
[`−3]
i Γi(`−2)) + xi(`−1)
d
dt
Θ
[`−2]
i + Θ
[`−2]
i Γi(`−1)
+ Θ
[`−1]
i xi`, ∀` = 3, 4, · · · , n¯. (15)
For each i ∈ V , agent i’s control ui is designed as follows:
ui = − 1
Θ
[n¯]
i
[(−1)n¯T in¯−1,1zi2 + (−1)n¯−1T in¯−2,2zi3 + · · ·
+ (−1)2T i1,n¯−1zin¯ +
dn¯−1
dtn¯−1
(k1∇zi1Li + Γi1) +
dn¯−2
dtn¯−2
(xi2
d
dt
Θi1 + Θi1Γi2) + · · ·+ d
dt
(xi(n¯−1)
d
dt
Θ
[n¯−2]
i
+ Θ
[n¯−2]
i Γi(n¯−1)) + xin¯
d
dt
Θ
[n¯−1]
i + Θ
[n¯−1]
i Γin¯]. (16)
With the strict-feedback form of (12), for each i ∈ V and
each ` = 1, · · · , n¯, zi` only depends on z[1∼(`−1)] but does
not depend on z[`
′] for any `′ ≥ `, and ui only depends on z
but does not depend on any other uj . Hence, (15) and (16) can
be sequentially computed in the order of zi1 → zi2 → · · · →
zin¯ → ui. The coordinate transformation (15) and controller
(16) impose the following assumption on the communication
graph G, which states that G includes the dependency graph
defined by (15) and (16) as a subgraph.
Assumption 5.3: For all i ∈ V , if there exists q ∈
{0, 1, · · · , n¯ − 1} such that dqdtq [ΓTi ,ΘTi , fi, HiT ] depends on
xj for any j ∈ V\{i}, then j ∈ Ni.
The following lemma formally verifies the dynamics of the
transformed system derived by (15) and (16).
Lemma 5.1: Under Assumption 5.1, by (15) and (16), the
dynamics of the transformed system follows (14).
The algorithm is summarized by Algorithm 2. Each agent
i executes the control law (16) and updates the transformed
state zi by (14). The update rule for the dual variable λi is
similar to that in Algorithm 1. In lines 1 and 5 of Algorithm
2, the agreement of k1 and λ(0) between the agents can be
distributively carried out by the max-consensus scheme [35].
D. Convergence results
The following theorem summarizes the convergence results
of Algorithm 2.
Theorem 5.1: Suppose Assumptions 3.1, 3.3, 3.4, 5.1–
5.3 hold. By Algorithm 2, (x(t), u(t)) globally asymptotically
converge to the steady state of system (12), denoted by (x˜, u˜),
with x˜[1] being the unique VE of problem (13).
The proof of Theorem 5.1 is given in Section VI-C. In
Section VII-B, we will verify that the OPF problem in Section
II-B satisfies all the assumptions of Theorem 5.1.
Remark 5.2: The additional assumptions, Assumptions 5.1
and 5.3, are necessary for the implementation of Algorithm
2, where Assumption 5.1 guarantees that all the derivatives in
(15) and (16) are well-defined, and Assumption 5.3 guarantees
that the communication graph G includes the dependency
graph defined by (15) and (16) as a subgraph. In particular,
in Assumption 5.1, the assumption that there are no coupled
Algorithm 2: Distributed control law for nonlinear system
dynamics
1 All the agents agree on any k1 > 0 s.t. k1M > 1;
2 Each agent i picks any (xi(0), ui(0)) ∈ Rn¯ × R, and any
ki` > 1 for all ` = 2, · · · , n¯;
3 Each agent i sends xi(0) to all j’s s.t. i ∈ Nj ;
4 Each agent i computes zi(0) by (15);
5 For any ` ∈ {1, · · · ,m}, all agent j’s s.t. ` ∈ indexjH
agree on any λ`(0) ∈ R; each agent i forms
λi(0) = (λ`(0))`∈indexiH ;
6 while t ≥ 0 do
7 Each agent i sends xi(t) to all j’s s.t. i ∈ Nj ;
8 Each agent i executes the control law (16), updates
zi by (14), and updates λi by
λ˙i = k1H
i(z[1]). (17)
inequality constraints and Wi = R enables us to drop the
nonsmooth projection operation in the primal-dual dynamics.
The other additional assumption, Assumption 5.2, ensures
nonzero stability margin for the primal-dual dynamics, which
is needed for the convergence of Algorithm 2.
VI. PROOFS
This section proves the results of Sections IV and V.
A. Proof of Theorem 4.1
This subsection is devoted to proving Theorem 4.1.
Proof: We first prove the convergence of the auxiliary
variables (w¯, λ, µ). This is stated by the following theorem.
Theorem 6.1: Any solution of the primal-dual dynamics
(10) starting from any point (w(0), λ(0), µ(0)) ∈W ×Rm ×
Rl+ asymptotically converges to a point (w˜, λ˜, µ˜) where w˜ is
the VE of problem (8).
Proof: Let ∇w¯L(w¯, λ, µ) = (∇w¯iLi(w¯, λ, µ))Ni=1. Under
Assumptions 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, by Section 12.2.3 of [36] and
problem 5 on page 266 of [28], w˜ ∈ W is the VE of the
GNEP(D, F ) if and only if there exist (λ˜, µ˜) ∈ Rm × Rl+
such that the KKT conditions hold
∇w¯L(w˜, λ˜, µ˜) ∈ NW (w˜), H(w˜) = 0m,
G(w˜) ≤ 0l and µ˜TG(w˜) = 0. (18)
We note that the above KKT conditions only characterize VEs,
rather than arbitrary NEs. For differences between the KKT
conditions for VE and NE, please refer to Section 3 of [12].
A triple (w˜, λ˜, µ˜) satisfying (18) is called a primal-dual
optimizer of (8). Denote by Q the set of primal-dual optimizers
of (8). The update rule (10) can be written compactly as
( ˙¯w, λ˙, µ˙) = ΠW×Rm×Rl+((w¯, λ, µ),
(−∇w¯L(w¯, λ, µ), H(w¯), G(w¯))). (19)
Define the Lyapunov function as V (w¯, λ, µ) = 12 (‖w¯ −
w˜‖2 + ‖λ − λ˜‖2 + ‖µ − µ˜‖2), where (w˜, λ˜, µ˜) is any point
of Q. For convenience of notation, denote by LV (w¯, λ, µ) the
9Lie derivative of V along (19) at (w¯, λ, µ) ∈W ×Rm ×Rl+.
We next show that system (19) satisfies all the hypotheses of
Lemma 1.2 by proving the following series of claims. First, the
following claim establishes the result that V is non-increasing.
Claim 6.1: It holds that LV (w¯, λ, µ) ≤ 0 for all (w¯, λ, µ) ∈
W × Rm × Rl+.
Proof: We first show for all (w¯, λ, µ) ∈ W ×
Rm × Rl+, (w¯ − w˜)TΠW (w¯,−∇w¯L(w¯, λ, µ)) ≤ −(w¯ −
w˜)T∇w¯L(w¯, λ, µ). Let y = −∇w¯L(w¯, λ, µ). By Lemma 1.1,
we only have to consider the case where w¯ ∈ bd(W ) and
yT γ∗(w¯) < 0 with γ∗(w¯) = argminγ∈NW (w¯)y
T γ. By Lemma
1.1, we have ΠW (w¯, y) = y−(yT γ∗(w¯))γ∗(w¯). Then we have
(w¯ − w˜)TΠW (w¯, y) = (w¯ − w˜)T (y − (yT γ∗(w¯))γ∗(w¯)) =
(w¯ − w˜)T y − (yT γ∗(w¯))(w¯ − w˜)T γ∗(w¯). Since w¯, w˜ ∈ W
and γ∗(w¯) ∈ NW (w¯), by the definition of normal cone
NW , we have (w¯ − w˜)T γ∗(w¯) ≤ 0. Since yT γ∗(w¯) < 0,
we have (yT γ∗(w¯))(w¯ − w˜)T γ∗(w¯) ≥ 0 and thus (w¯ −
w˜)TΠW (w¯, y) ≤ (w¯− w˜)T y. Following the similar argument,
we can obtain (µ− µ˜)TΠRl+(µ,G(w¯)) ≤ (µ− µ˜)TG(w¯). By
the definition of NW and the first equation of (18), we have
(w˜ − w¯)T∇w¯L(w˜, λ˜, µ˜) ≤ 0 for any w¯ ∈ W . By the affinity
of H and the convexity of G (see Assumption 3.1), we have
− (w¯ − w˜)T∇w¯L(w¯, λ, µ) ≤ −(w¯ − w˜)T (∇F (w¯)
+
∑m
j=1
λj∇Hj(w¯) +
∑l
j=1
µj∇Gj(w¯)−∇F (w˜)
−
∑m
j=1
λ˜j∇Hj(w˜)−
∑l
j=1
µ˜j∇Gj(w˜))
≤ −(w¯ − w˜)T (∇F (w¯)−∇F (w˜))− (λ− λ˜)T
(H(w¯)−H(w˜))− (µ− µ˜)T (G(w¯)−G(w˜)). (20)
By (18), H(w˜) = 0m, G(w˜) ≤ 0l and µ˜TG(w˜) = 0. Since
µ ∈ Rl+, µTG(w˜) ≤ 0. By (20), −(w¯− w˜)T∇w¯L(w¯, λ, µ) ≤
−(w¯ − w˜)T (∇F (w¯) − ∇F (w˜)) − (λ − λ˜)TH(w¯) − (µ −
µ˜)TG(w¯). Then, by strict monotonicity of ∇F , we have
LV (w¯, λ, µ) = (w¯ − w˜)TΠW (w¯,−∇w¯L(w¯, λ, µ))
+ (λ− λ˜)TH(w¯) + (µ− µ˜)TΠRl+(µ,G(w¯))
≤ −(w¯ − w˜)T∇w¯L(w¯, λ, µ) + (λ− λ˜)TH(w¯) + (µ− µ˜)T
G(w¯) ≤ −(w¯ − w˜)T (∇F (w¯)−∇F (w˜)) ≤ 0. (21)
By strict monotonicity of ∇F , the equality sign of the last
equation of (21) holds if and only if w¯ = w˜. Since (w¯, λ, µ) is
an arbitrary triple in W×Rm×Rl+, we have LV (w¯, λ, µ) ≤ 0
for all (w¯, λ, µ) ∈W × Rm × Rl+.
Claim 6.2: For any starting point (w¯(0), λ(0), µ(0)) ∈
W × Rm × Rl+, a unique solution Γ : [0,∞) → W × Rm ×
Rl+ of (10) exists and Γ(t) ∈ (W × Rm × Rl+) ∩ V −1(≤
V (w¯(0), λ(0), µ(0))) for any t ≥ 0.
Proof: By Assumption 3.1, ∇F and ∇G are all locally
Lipschitz on W . Since H is affine in w, ∇H is Lipschitz on
W . The proof of Claim 6.2 then follows the same argument
of the proof of Lemma 4.3 of [9].
Claim 6.3: The omega-limit set of any solution of (19) is
invariant under (19).
Proof: The proof of Claim 6.3 follows the same argument
of the proof of Lemma 4.1 of [22].
For any δ > 0, consider the compact set S = V −1(≤
δ) ∩ (W ×Rm ×Rl+). By Claim 6.2, starting from any point
in S, there exists a unique solution of (19) and S is invariant
under (19). Furthermore, by Claim 6.3, the omega-limit set
of each solution starting from any point in S is invariant.
Finally, by Claim 6.1, LV (w¯, λ, µ) ≤ 0 for all (w¯, λ, µ) ∈ S.
By Lemma 1.2, starting from any point in S, the solution
of (19) converges to the largest invariant set M contained
in cl(Z), where Z = {(w¯, λ, µ) ∈ S : LV (w¯, λ, µ) = 0}.
By the proof of Claim 6.1, LV (w¯, λ, µ) = 0 if and only if
w¯ = w˜ and µTG(w˜) = 0. Hence, we have Z = {(w¯, λ, µ) ∈
S : w¯ = w˜, µTG(w˜) = 0}. It is clear that Z is closed.
Let (w˜, λ, µ) ∈ M ⊆ Z. The solution of (19) starting from
(w˜, λ, µ) remains in M only if ∇w¯L(w˜, λ, µ) ∈ NW (w˜).
Together with H(w˜) = 0m, G(w˜) ≤ 0l and µTG(w˜) = 0,
we have that the triple (w˜, λ, µ) satisfies the KKT conditions
(18). Hence, we have M ⊆ Q. Since δ is arbitrary, we have
that Q is globally asymptotically stable on W × Rm × Rl+.
Finally, by the definition of omega-limit set and Claim 6.1,
the omega-limit set of any solution of (19) is a singleton. This
implies that any solution of (19) converges to a point in Q.
This completes the proof of Theorem 6.1.
Next we prove the convergence of the physical variables
(x, u). For each i ∈ V , let x¯i = Tix¯i, v¯i = u¯i − aix¯i,
ei = xˆi − x¯i = Ti(xi − x¯i), eˆi = Si(ε)ei and evi =
vi − v¯i = Ki(ε)ei. By (11), we have evi = Ki(ε)ei. Let
(e, eˆ, ev) = (ei, eˆi, e
v
i )
N
i=1. By the definition of Si(ε) and
S¯i(ε), we can obtain εSi(ε)Aˆii = AˆiiSi(ε), Si(ε)Bˆi =
εni−1Bˆi and εni−1S¯i(ε) = Si(ε). Choose the Lyapunov
function as V (eˆ) = eˆTP0eˆ. We then have V˙ (eˆ) = 2eˆTP0 ˙ˆe =
2eˆTP0S(ε)e˙ = 2eˆ
TP0S(ε)(Aˆe + Bˆe
v + Aˆx¯ + Bˆv¯ − ˙¯x). Let
c = Aˆx¯ + Bˆv¯ − ˙¯x. Then we have V˙ (eˆ) = 2eˆTP0S(ε)(Aˆe +
Bˆev) + 2eˆTP0S(ε)c. First consider 2eˆTP0S(ε)(Aˆe + Bˆev).
Recall that S(ε) = diag(Si(ε))Ni=1 and P0 = diag(P0i)
N
i=1
are both block diagonal matrices. We then have
2eˆTP0S(ε)(Aˆe+ Bˆe
v) =
∑N
i=1
[2eˆTi P0iSi(ε)(Aˆii
+
1
ε
BˆiK0iS¯i(ε))ei] +
∑N
i=1
[2eˆTi P0iSi(ε)
∑
j 6=i Aˆijej ]
=
2
ε
∑N
i=1
[eˆTi P0i(Aˆii + BˆiK0i)eˆi] +
∑N
i=1
[2eˆTi P0iSi(ε)∑
j 6=i Aˆijej ] = 2eˆ
TP0S(ε)Aˆ−iiS−1(ε)eˆ− 1
ε
‖eˆ‖2 (22)
where Aˆ−ii = Aˆ − diag(Aˆii)Ni=1. For P0S(ε)Aˆ−iiS−1(ε),
the blocks at the diagonal positions are zero matrices and
the block at the i-th row and j-th column position with
i 6= j is P0iSi(ε)AˆijS−1j (ε). By Assumption 4.5, for each
i, j ∈ V , i 6= j, ‖P0iSi(ε)AˆijS−1j (ε)‖1 < σi‖P0i‖1,
which implies that the maximum absolute column sum for
P0iSi(ε)AˆijS
−1
j (ε) is upper bounded by σi‖P0i‖1. Each
column of P0S(ε)Aˆ−iiS−1(ε) is composed of columns of
N − 1 blocks P0iSi(ε)AˆijS−1j (ε) at the off-diagonal po-
sition and one column of the zero matrix at the diag-
onal position. Thus, we have ‖P0S(ε)Aˆ−iiS−1(ε)‖1 ≤
(N − 1) maxi∈V{σi‖P0i‖1}. By 5.6.P5 of [20], the 2-
norm of a matrix with n columns is upper bounded by√
n times of its 1-norm. Hence, ‖P0S(ε)Aˆ−iiS−1(ε)‖ ≤
10
√
n‖P0S(ε)Aˆ−iiS−1(ε)‖1 ≤
√
n(N−1) maxi∈V{σi‖P0i‖1}.
By (22), we have 2eˆTP0S(ε)(Aˆe + Bˆev) ≤ − 1ε‖eˆ‖2 +
2
√
n(N − 1) maxi∈V{σi‖P0i‖1}‖eˆ‖2 = −( 1ε − 2
√
n(N −
1) maxi∈V{σi‖P0i‖1})‖eˆ‖2. For any ‖eˆ‖ ≥ ‖P0‖‖c‖, given
‖S(ε)‖ = 1 for any 0 < ε < 1, we have
2eˆTP0S(ε)(Aˆe+ Bˆe
v) + 2eˆTP0S(ε)c
≤ 2‖eˆ‖‖P0‖‖c‖ − (1
ε
− 2√n(N − 1) max
i∈V
{σi‖P0i‖1})‖eˆ‖2
≤ −(1
ε
− 2√n(N − 1) max
i∈V
{σi‖P0i‖1})‖eˆ‖2 + 2‖eˆ‖2
≤ −(1
ε
− 2√n(N − 1) max
i∈V
{σi‖P0i‖1} − 2)‖eˆ‖2. (23)
By (23), by choosing ε such that 1ε > 2
√
n(N −
1) maxi∈V{σi‖P0i‖1} + 2, we have that, for any ‖eˆ‖ ≥
‖P0‖‖c‖, V˙ (eˆ) ≤ −( 1ε − 2
√
n(N − 1) maxi∈V{σi‖P0i‖1} −
2)‖eˆ‖2 < 0 for any ‖eˆ‖ 6= 0. Since P0 is symmetric, we have
λmin(P0)‖eˆ‖2 ≤ V (eˆ) ≤ λmax(P0)‖eˆ‖2, where λmin(P0)
and λmax(P0) are the smallest and largest eigenvalues of
P0, respectively. Because P0 is positive definite, λmin(P0)
and λmax(P0) are both positive. View eˆ as state and c as
input. Then, by Theorem 10.4.1 of [21], the system is input-
to-state stable. By Theorem 10.4.5 of [21], we then have
lim supt→∞ ‖eˆ(t)‖ ≤ γ(lim supt→∞ ‖c(t)‖), where γ(·) is
a class K function ([21], Definition 10.1.1). By Theorem
6.1, we have that (x¯(t), u¯(t)) asymptotically converges to
the VE (x˜, u˜) which satisfies Ax˜ + Bu˜ = 0n. Thus, as
t → ∞, we have Ax¯(t) + Bu¯(t) → 0n and ˙¯x(t) → 0n,
by which we can obtain Aˆx¯ + Bˆv¯ → 0n and ˙¯x(t) → 0n.
Therefore, we have lim supt→∞ ‖c(t)‖ = 0, which implies
that lim supt→∞ ‖eˆ(t)‖ = 0. Hence, eˆ(t) asymptotically
converges to zero which implies that x(t) keeps track of x¯(t)
asymptotically. Thus, ev(t) diminishes asymptotically which
implies that v(t) asymptotically keeps track of v¯(t), which
further implies that u(t) asymptotically keeps track of u¯(t).
Hence, (x(t), u(t)) also asymptotically converge to the VE
(x˜, u˜). This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.
B. Proof of Lemma 5.1
In this subsection, we provide the proof of Lemma 5.1.
Proof: By the construction of zi1, zi2, zi3 in Section
V-C, the dynamics of zi1 and zi2 satisfy (14). Assume that
the dynamics of zi1, · · · , zi(`−1) satisfy (14) for some ` ∈
{3, · · · , n¯− 1}. By (15), we then have
z˙i` = (−1)`−1T i`−2,1(zi3 − ki2zi2) + (−1)`−2T i`−3,2(zi4 − ki3
zi3) + · · ·+ (−1)2T i1,`−2(zi` − ki(`−1)zi(`−1)) +
d`−1
dt`−1
(k1∇zi1Li + Γi1) +
d`−2
dt`−2
(xi2
d
dt
Θi1 + Θi1Γi2) + · · ·+
d2
dt2
(xi(`−2)
d
dt
Θ
[`−3]
i + Θ
[`−3]
i Γi(`−2)) +
d
dt
(xi(`−1)
d
dt
Θ
[`−2]
i
+ Θ
[`−2]
i Γi(`−1)) + xi`
d
dt
Θ
[`−1]
i + Θ
[`−1]
i (Γi` + Θi`xi(`+1))
= −ki`zi` + zi(`+1).
Thus, the dynamics of zi` also satisfies (14). By induction,
the dynamics of zi` satisfies (14) for all ` = 1, · · · , n¯ − 1.
Finally, one can expand the dynamics of zin¯ as above and, by
(16), obtain z˙in¯ = −kin¯zin¯.
C. Proof of Theorem 5.1
This subsection proves Theorem 5.1.
Proof: First we show the convergence of the transformed
system. This is stated by the following theorem.
Theorem 6.2: For any solution of (12), (15), (16) and (17)
starting from any (x(0), u(0), λ(0)) ∈ Rn×RN ×Rm, (z, λ)
asymptotically converges to a point (z˜, λ˜) where z˜[1] is the
VE of problem (13) and z˜[`] = 0N for all ` = 2, · · · , n¯.
Proof: Let ∇z[1]L(z[1], λ) = (∇zi1Li(z[1], λ))Ni=1. Under
Assumptions 3.1–3.3, by Section 12.2.3 of [36], x˜[1] ∈ RN is
the VE of the GNEP(D, F ) if and only if there exist λ˜ ∈ Rm
such that the KKT conditions hold: ∇z[1]L(x˜[1], λ˜) = 0N and
H(x˜[1]) = 0m. Denote by Q the set of (x˜[1], λ˜) satisfying the
KKT conditions. Let z˜i1 = x˜i1, z˜i` = 0 for all ` = 2, · · · , n¯,
y = [zT , λT ]T and y˜ = [z˜T , λ˜T ]T with (x˜[1], λ˜) being any
point of Q. Choose the Lyapunov function as V (y) = 12‖y −
y˜‖2. Let LV (y) be the Lie derivative of V along (12), (15),
(16) and (17) at y ∈ Rn × Rm. We next show that V is non-
increasing along any solution of (12), (15), (16) and (17). By
Lemma 5.1, we have
LV (y) =
∑
i∈V [(zi1 − z˜i1)z˙i1 + zi2z˙i2 + · · ·+ zin¯z˙in¯]
+ (λ− λ˜)T λ˙
=
∑
i∈V [(zi1 − z˜i1)(zi2 − k1∇zi1Li(y)) + zi2(zi3 − ki2
zi2) + · · ·+ zi(n¯−1)(zin¯ − ki(n¯−1)zi(n¯−1))− zin¯kin¯zin¯]
+ (λ− λ˜)T k1H(z[1])
= −
∑
i∈V k1(zi1 − z˜i1)∇zi1Li(y) + k1(λ− λ˜)
TH(z[1])
+
∑
i∈V [−ki2z
2
i2 − · · · − kin¯z2in¯ + (zi1 − z˜i1)zi2 + zi2zi3
+ · · ·+ zi(n¯−1)zin¯]. (24)
By the affinity of H and the KKT condition
∇z[1]L(x˜[1], λ˜, µ˜) = 0N , we can derive
−
∑
i∈V(zi1 − z˜i1)∇zi1Li(y)
= −(z[1] − z˜[1])T (∇F (z[1])−∇F (z˜[1]))− (λ− λ˜)T
(H(z[1])−H(z˜[1])).
Then, by strong monotonicity of ∇F , we have
−
∑
i∈V k1(zi1 − z˜i1)∇zi1Li(y) + k1(λ− λ˜)
TH(z[1])
= −k1(z[1] − z˜[1])T (∇F (z[1])−∇F (z˜[1]))
≤ −k1M
∑
i∈V(zi1 − z˜i1)
2. (25)
For each i ∈ V , let zˆi1 = zi1 − z˜i1. Given that
k1, ki2, · · · , kin¯ are chosen such that k1M > 1, ki2 >
1, · · · , kin¯ > 1, plugging (25) into (24) yields
LV (y) ≤ −k1M
∑
i∈V zˆ
2
i1 +
∑
i∈V [−ki2z
2
i2 − · · · − kin¯z2in¯
+ zˆi1zi2 + zi2zi3 + · · ·+ zi(n¯−1)zin¯]
≤
∑
i∈V [−k1Mzˆ
2
i1 − ki2z2i2 − · · · − kin¯z2in¯ +
zˆ2i1 + z
2
i2
2
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+
z2i2 + z
2
i3
2
+ · · ·+
z2i(n¯−1) + z
2
in¯
2
] ≤ −
∑
i∈V [(k1M − 1)
zˆ2i1 + (ki2 − 1)z2i2 + · · ·+ (kin¯ − 1)z2in¯] ≤ 0. (26)
This proves a counterpart result of Claim 6.1. Following the
same arguments, one can show that counterparts of Claim 6.2
and Claim 6.3 hold for (12), (15), (16) and (17). We are ready
to apply Lemma 1.2. For any δ > 0, consider the compact
set S = V −1(≤ δ) ∩ (Rn × Rm). By Lemma 1.2, starting
from any point in S, the solution of (14) and (17) converges
to the largest invariant set M contained in cl(Z), where Z =
{(z, λ) ∈ S : LV (z, λ) = 0}. By the above proof, we have
LV (z, λ) = 0 if and only if z = z˜. Hence, Z = {(z, λ) ∈ S :
z = z˜}. It is clear that Z is closed. Let (z˜, λ) ∈M ⊆ Z. The
solution of (14) and (17) starting from (z˜, λ) remains in M
only if ∇z[1]L(z˜[1], λ) = 0N . Together with H(z˜[1]) = 0m,
we have that the pair (z˜[1], λ) satisfies the KKT conditions.
Hence, we have M ⊆ Q. By the definition of omega-limit
set and (26), the omega-limit set of any solution of (14) and
(17) is a singleton. Since δ is arbitrary, we have that, starting
from any point in Rn × Rm, the solution of (14) and (17)
converges to a point (z˜, λ˜) with (z˜[1], λ˜) being a point in Q
and z˜[`] = 0N for all ` = 2, · · · , n¯.
We next show the convergence of the original system. Since
zi1 = xi1, x[1] asymptotically converges to the VE x˜[1]. Since
z˜i2 = 0 and ∇zi1Li(y˜) = 0, by the coordinate transformation
of zi2, Θi1(x˜[1])x˜i2 + Γi1(x˜[1]) = 0. This is the steady state
condition for x˙i1. We next show by induction that, for each ` =
2, · · · , n¯, xi` asymptotically converges to x˜i`, the steady state
of xi` given x˜[1]. We have proved the case of ` = 2. Assume
that this argument holds for all ` up some k ∈ {2, · · · , n¯−2}.
For ` = k + 1, we check the coordinate transformation of
zi(`+1) given by (15). Notice that z˜i2 = · · · = z˜i(k+1) = 0.
Also notice that on the right-hand-side of the equation, all the
terms with the derivative operation ddt only depend on x
[1∼k],
which, by assumption, asymptotically converge to fixed values
x˜[1∼k]. Thus, the derivatives asymptotically converge to zero.
Therefore, as t → ∞, Θ[`−1]i Γi` + Θ[`]i xi(`+1) → 0, which
implies Γi`+Θi`xi(`+1) → 0. This is the steady state condition
for x˙i`. Thus, the argument holds for ` = k+1. By induction,
the argument holds for all ` = 2, · · · , n¯−1. Similarly, for (16),
as t → ∞, since z˜i2 = · · · = z˜in¯ = 0 and all the derivative
terms diminish, we have ui → − Γin¯Θin¯ , which is the steady
state condition for x˙in¯. Thus, for all i ∈ V , xi2, · · · , xin¯, ui
asymptotically converge to x˜i2, · · · , x˜in¯, u˜i such that, together
with x˜[1], (x˜, u˜) is a steady state of system (12).
VII. CASE STUDY
In this section, we validate the claims of Theorem 4.1
and Theorem 5.1 by the multi-zone building temperature
regulation problem and the OPF problem introduced in Section
II, respectively. These are two instances of the DSOP. As
mentioned in Remark 3.2, the set of global optima of the
DSOP is identical with the set of VEs of the induced GNEP.
A. Simulation for Algorithm 1
We simulate Algorithm 1 by the multi-zone building temper-
ature regulation problem introduced in Section II-A. Assume
that the communication graph satisfies Assumption 4.2.
System dynamics. In (2), the states of zone i are (Ti1, Ti2);
the control inputs of zone i are (msi ,∆T
h
i ); the control inputs
of the AHU are (∆T c, δ); the terms (P di , T
oa) are disturbances
which are assumed to be perfectly measured. We make the
following simplifications so that the states of each zone i are
controlled by a single control input: 1) δ(t) ≡ 0, i.e., the return
air is not recirculated; 2) ∆T c(t) ≡ 0, i.e., the cooling power
of the AHU is not used, instead, we assume that zone i’s
control ∆Thi could generate both heating and cooling powers;
3) msi (t) ≡ m¯si where m¯si is a constant known to zone i, i.e.,
the mass flow rate of the air supplied to zone i is constant and
known. We also assume that P di (t) ≡ P¯ di and T oa(t) ≡ T¯ oa
where P¯ di and T¯
oa are constants known to zone i and all the
zones, respectively, i.e., the external load and the outside air
temperature are both constant and known. For each i ∈ V ,
let xi1 = Ti2, xi2 = Ti1, and ui = m¯si cp∆T
h
i + m¯
s
i cpT¯
oa +
T¯ oa
Roai
+ P¯ di . Under the above simplifications, we can obtain the
following dynamic model from (2):
x˙i1(t) = − 1
Ci2Ri
xi1(t) +
1
Ci2Ri
xi2(t),
x˙i2(t) =
1
Ci1
(
xi1(t)− xi2(t)
Ri
− m¯si cpxi2(t)−
xi2(t)
Roai
+
∑
j∈NPHi
xj2(t)− xi2(t)
Rji
) +
1
Ci1
ui(t). (27)
It is easy to check that (27) satisfies Assumption 4.1. We
next transform (27) into controllable canonical form. For each
i ∈ V , let Ti =
[
Ci1Ci2Ri 0
−Ci1 Ci1
]
, A¯ii = TiAiiT −1i ,
Bˆi = TiBi, and Aˆij = TiAijT −1i . It can be checked
that Aˆij =
[
0 0
1
Ci2RiRji
1
Rji
]
for any j ∈ NPHi , and
(A¯ii, Bˆi) is in the controllable canonical form such that
A¯ii = [[0, 1]
T ,−aTi ]T with ai = [ 1Ci1Ci2Ri (m¯si cp + 1Roai +∑
j∈NPHi
1
Rji
), 1Ci1 (
Ci1+Ci2
Ci2Ri
+ m¯si cp +
1
Roai
+
∑
j∈NPHi
1
Rji
)]
and Bˆi = [0, 1]T . For any j ∈ NPHi , given any 0 < ε < 1, it
can be checked that Si(ε)AˆijS−1j (ε) =
[
0 0
ε2
Ci2RiRji
ε
Rji
]
.
Hence, for any 0 < ε < 1, we have ‖Si(ε)AˆijS−1j (ε)‖1 =
max{ ε2Ci2RiRji , εRji } < max{ 1Ci2RiRji , 1Rji } < 1Ci2RiRji +
1
Rji
= 1+Ci2RiCi2RiRji ≤ 1+Ci2RiCi2Ri min`∈NPH
i
{R`i} , which is a constant
independent of j. Hence, Assumption 4.5 is satisfied.
GNEP. We formulate (3) into a GNEP. Let c¯xi1 = c
x
i2,
c¯xi2 = c
x
i1, c¯
u
i =
cui
(m¯si cp)
2 , uri = m¯
s
i cpT¯
oa + T¯
oa
Roai
+ P¯ di ,
ui = m¯
s
i cp∆T
h
i +m¯
s
i cpT¯
oa+ T¯
oa
Roai
+P¯ di , and ui = m¯
s
i cp∆T
h
i +
m¯si cpT¯
oa + T¯
oa
Roai
+ P¯ di . Given (x−i, u−i), agent i solves the
following optimization problem
min
xi1,xi2∈[T i,T i],ui∈[ui,ui]
c¯xi1(xi1 − T ri )2 + c¯xi2(xi2 − T ri )2
+ c¯ui (ui − uri )2
s.t. ui − m¯si cpxi2 −
xi2
Roai
+
∑
j∈NPHi
xj2 − xi2
Rji
= 0,
xi1 − xi2 = 0. (28)
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Fig. 1. Floor plan for the temperature regulation simulation
Fig. 2. 2-norm error of the auxiliary variables and the true variables
It is easy to check that problem (28) satisfies Assumptions 3.1–
3.5 and Assumptions 4.3–4.4. In the above, we have verified
that all the assumptions needed by Theorem 4.1 are satisfied.
Simulation results. We consider the case where N = 10.
The undirected graph describing the physical topology of the
zone network is denoted by GPH = (V, EPH), where V =
{1, 2, · · · , 10} and EPH = {(1, 2), (2, 3), · · · , (8, 9), (9, 10)}.
The floor plan is depicted by Fig. 1. This adjacency topology
is widely used for case studies in the literature, e.g., [29].
The values of the parameters are adopted from [29]: for all
i ∈ V , Ci1 = 9163kJ/K, Ci2 = 169400kJ/K, msi =
0.01kg/s, T oa = 25°C, Ri = 1.7K/kW , Rji = 2K/kW ,
Roai = 57K/kW , cp = 1012J/kg · K, T refi = 21.6°C,
T i = 20.6°C, T i = 21.7°C, ∆T
h
i = −30°C, ∆T
h
i = 8°C
and P di = 0.1kW . We choose c
x
i1 = c
x
i2 = 10, and
cui = 0.1. Let (x¯, u¯) be the auxiliary variables, YDM =
[x¯11, x¯12, u¯1, · · · , x¯N1, x¯N2, u¯N ]T and Y ∗DM be the VE of
problem (28). For the true variables (x, u), let YPH =
[x11, x12, u1, · · · , xN1, xN2, uN ]T and Y ∗PH be the steady
state of YPH . We use Y ePH(t) and Y
h
PH(t) to denote the
trajectories of YPH obtained by our economic control scheme
and the hierarchical control scheme, respectively. In Fig. 2,
the 2-norm errors ‖YDM (t) − Y ∗DM‖, ‖Y ePH(t) − Y ∗PH‖ and
‖Y hPH(t) − Y ∗PH‖ are shown by the blue solid line, the red
dashed line and the green dot line, respectively. This verifies
the convergence of the algorithm. The areas under the trajec-
tories of ‖Y ePH(t)−Y ∗PH‖ and ‖Y hPH(t)−Y ∗PH‖, denoted by
Se and Sh, represent efficiency loss of economic control and
hierarchical control in reaching convergence, respectively. In
the simulation, we have Se = 158.5730 and Sh = 207.6105.
This verifies that the proposed economic control scheme can
significantly reduce efficiency loss.
Fig. 3. IEEE 37-bus Test System
B. Simulation for Algorithm 2
We simulate Algorithm 2 by the OPF problem introduced
in Section II-B and use the IEEE 37-bus Test System [43] for
the physical couplings between the agents, as shown in Fig.
3. Assume that the communication graph satisfies Assumption
5.3. The values of the parameters are adopted from [50]: Di =
5MW/Hz, THi = 4s, TMi = 0.35, KMi = 1, KEi = 1,
TEi = 0.1s, Ri = 0.05Hz/MW , tij = 1.5MW/rad, and
ω˜i = 50deg/s. We choose ai = a = 1, bi = b = 10 and
ci = c = 50 for all i ∈ V .
System dynamics. In (4), agent i’s state is xi =
[θi, ωi, Pmi , PEi ]
T and control input is ui. It is clear that (4)
is in the form of (12) and satisfies Assumption 5.1.
GNEP. We formulate (5) into a GNEP. Given (Pm−i , θ−i),
agent i solves the following optimization problem
min(Pmi ,θi)∈R2 aP
2
mi + bPmi + cθ
2
i
s.t.
∑
j∈NPHi
tij(θij − sin θij(0)) = Pmi − Pmi0 −
Diω˜i
ω0
.
(29)
We next transform the GNEP (29) into the one that only
depends on x[1] = (θj1)Nj=1. We use the steady state condition
of ωi(t) in (4) to obtain the manifold of Pmi as a function
of (θj1)Nj=1 and substitute the manifold into (29). To maintain
convexity in the game formulation, we use the linearization
sin θij ≈ θij . Let oi = Di ω˜iω0 +Pmi0−
∑
j∈NPHi tij sin θij(0).
By the dynamics of ωi(t) in (4) with linearization, the man-
ifold of Pmi is Pmi = oi +
∑
j∈NPHi tijθij . Notice that the
first constraint of (29) coincides with this manifold and thus
can be removed. Replacing Pmi in (29) by its manifold yields
min
θi∈R
a(oi +
∑
j∈NPHi
tijθij)
2 + b(oi +
∑
j∈NPHi
tijθij) + cθ
2
i .
(30)
It is clear that the GNEP (30) satisfies Assumptions 3.1,
3.3, 3.4 and 5.1. We next verify Assumption 5.2. Denote by
13
fi the objective function of (30) and ∇F = (∇θifi)Ni=1. Let
ti =
∑
j∈NPHi tij . For any θ, θ
′ ∈ RN , we then have
(θ − θ′)T (∇F (θ)−∇F (θ′)) = 2a
∑
i∈V [t
2
i (θi − θ′i)2
− ti
∑
j∈NPHi
tij(θi − θ′i)(θj − θ′j)] + 2c
∑
i∈V(θi − θ
′
i)
2
= a
∑
i∈V
∑
j∈NPHi
titij [(θi − θ′i)− (θj − θ′j)]2
+
∑
i∈V(2c+ a(t
2
i −
∑
j∈NPHi
tjtji))(θi − θ′i)2
≥ mini∈V(2c+ a(t2i −
∑
j∈NPHi
tjtji))‖θ − θ′‖2.
By the choice of parameters a, b, c and tij , it can be easily
checked that 2c + a(t2i −
∑
j∈NPHi tjtji) > 0 for all i ∈ V .
Hence, by Definition 1.1, ∇F is strongly monotone on RN .
In the above, we have verified that all the assumptions needed
by Theorem 5.1 are satisfied.
Fig. 4. Trajectories of the state variables
Simulation results. We choose Pmi0 = 20MW , PEi0 =
20MW , θi0 = 20rad, ωi0 = 49.95Hz, k1 = 0.1, and ki2 =
ki3 = ki4 = 1.2 for all i ∈ V . Let θ∗ be the VE of problem
(30). The trajectories of ‖θ(t)− θ∗‖, ω(t), Pm(t) and PE(t)
are given in Fig. 4. This verifies that the physical variables of
the OPF problem converge to a set of steady states of system
(4) and meanwhile the converging steady state of θ is the VE
of problem (30).
VIII. CONCLUSION
We study two complementary cases of distributed economic
control problems: linear systems with controllable subsystems
and nonlinear systems in the strict-feedback form. The pro-
posed algorithms are verified by two case studies on a multi-
zone building temperature regulation problem and an optimal
power flow problem, respectively.
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